CONTRACTED CADET DECLARATION OF INTENT

In compliance with TRADOC OPORD 11-013\(^1\) all contracted SROTC Cadets are required to declare a Region/Language/Country, (RLC), for Life-Long-Learning, (LLL). For the purpose of this statement, LLL is defined as a plan of study conducted during Cadet Military Science and Leadership Course participation aimed at meeting or exceeding minimum Cadet competencies associated with Army Culture and Foreign Language Strategy, (ACFLS) objectives.

DECLARATION OF INTENT

I, SROTC Cadet ____________________________ ,(LAST, FIRST MI), understanding requirements outlined in Department of the Army orders and regulations as briefly outlined above, declare my intent to begin a program of study, whether formal, informal or a combination thereof, of the following Region, foreign Language, and Country aimed at meeting all minimum ACFLS competencies:

Region ________________________________
Language ________________________________
Country ________________________________

I further understand that, unless modified by myself or the Army, the above declared RLC for LLL will continue as my assigned RLC upon commissioning into the Armed Forces.

SIGNATURE ___________________________ DATE ____________

\(^1\)TRADOC OPORD 11-013 Paragraph c. Tasks to Subordinate Units. a. (1) CG, CAC. (q) ICW HQDA G-1, assign focus country and language to all USMA, OCS and ROTC cadets for career-long study NLT 4th Qtr FY11, using HQDA approved ACFLS Country and Language Education and Training List to guide assignment decisions. Assignments will be tracked by USMA/USACC/OCS until commissioning, beginning with YG-2014 for USMA/ROTC Cadets and 1st Qtr FY 12 for OCS Candidates. Outline below your Life-Long-Learning, (LLL), plan for culture and language proficiency development: